
Unfold an exceptional
overview.



Perspective, flexibility and design in perfect harmony. ”It must be an attractive, compact and unified 
solution that gives a good overview. It must be easy to mount, adjust and maintain.” Does this sound
familiar? Unfold to find the solution! 

Up to
8 screens!

A whole new ball game. 
Do you play the markets or 
computer games? Maybe you 
play both. Once you’ve taken the 
step from a notebook screen to 
a Multi Control installation, you 
will not want to go back again. 

News for Stock Brokers 
and others who want it all 
covered at once.

Imagine getting the whole picture at once – company news and share price 

movements in one simultaneous panorama covering all of your information 

suppliers. The SMS Multi Control offers essentially unlimited solutions for up 

to eight screens mounted in a gently curved formation, or having the exact 

composition required to realise your greatest visions on the minimum possible 

(desktop) area. It’s easy to get started due to the simple and exact edge-to-edge 

mounting. And the straightforward maintenance is just as important. All other 

screens will remain in operation while any one screen is being serviced or 

replaced. Come in, and be surrounded! 



Smart with looks. Exact edge-to-edge mounting can be 

used for both curved and flat screen configurations. 

The final touch. Hex socket screws for 

simple and secure fine adjustment. 

Fixture point with high flexibility. The SMS Clamp 

allows you to attach the bracket at the edge or corner 

of a desk. 

A foot on the table might be appropriate. 

The boomerang foot is an elegant and simple solution 

for situations in which it is possible to place the 

bracket directly onto the desk. SMS Multi Control 2 x Quad Clamp

SMS Multi Control Dual Clamp

SMS Multi Control Quad Clamp

SMS Multi Control Triple Clamp

SMS Multi Control 2 x Triple Clamp

Pick your dreamteam. Choose the combination that suits you – we have solutions 

with from two to eight screens. All can be supplied with boomerang foot or clamp. 

More information about all combinations, screen sizes and fixtures is available at 

www.smartmediasolutions.se/multicontrol

Big visions fit onto small surfaces! For people who are 

looking for a solution that does not interfere with the 

working area. Screens and brackets seem to hover 

above the desk. 

All covered. Using our popular 3D-arm in the bracket provides 

the ability to adjust in several planes and the choice of angling 

the outermost screens inwards or outwards. 



www.smartmediasolutions.se


